Disclaimers
We, being the Royal We for I, J. P. (Phil) Prince, do not profit from this site nor are we likely to (unless
our scintillating prose captures the public imagination requiring us to hire hordes of assistants). Don’t
donate money. I don’t need it—you’ll just complicate my tax returns and enrich a tax advisor. Should
I refer to articles, journals, comic books or other reliable sources of information such referrals are
commission free.
The information I provide in this blog is totally unbiased. If you accept that, please call to discuss the
purchase of a beautiful bridge in downtown Calgary. In any case, I am as impartial as I can be, given I
am one of billions of homo sapiens, all of whom have unique biases they are likely never aware of. All
information set out here is provided at no charge. This fact may or may not relate to its value. I’m not
neutral on that issue; I simply choose to leave it to others.

Discussion policy – please read before commenting
This policy is necessitated by the vagaries of human nature combined with the fact that some people
have too much time on their hands and inadequate impulse control. Of course, it is highly unlikely that
anyone frequenting these pages requires this policy direction—but accidental drop-ins—who knows?
1. This is a forum for discussion. I publish it at my own expense and in my own time. It is not a public
place. You are welcome to visit, but you wouldn’t want to live here. The house regulations are
tough—but fair. Your privilege to comment depends on you playing nice.
2. The purpose of the comments section is to allow constructive discussion of points made in the main
post. Personal attacks on other commenters will be deleted or edited. Personal attacks on me, as
author of a post will make my day—I’ll boot them into cyberspace. Repeat offenders (trolls) will get
the hook. If you don’t know what that means talk to a vaudeville comic from the 1930s.
3., Racist, sexist and otherwise indelicate comments are frowned upon. They may be frowned out of
existence.
4. You may comment using a Nom de plume, alias, penname or pseudonym, especially if you’re
concerned it might be a silly comment (there are no penalties for those—they have the potential to
mutate into wisdom). However, you need to provide us with a working email address to enable
communication. We will keep this information confidential unless your conduct compels us to involve
legal authorities. Don’t try sock puppeting us—we’ll sock it to you!
5. Comments with large numbers of links will trigger spam filters and be rejected automatically. In
general, comments linking to sites not directly and specifically related to the post in question (for
example, links to generic climate “sceptic” sites in comments on a post discussing climate policy) are
discouraged. If you keep doing this you will face an escalating series of castigations and eventual
punishments.
6. Comments are welcome from anyone willing to abide by these rules. Others comment at their own
risk. The risks are admittedly not that large. However, if we program you out of existence on this
site—and the program escapes into the ether ………

